CATIA

50 QUESTIONS YOU ASKED ABOUT
CATIA V5 ON THE 3DEXPERIENCE®
CLOUD

Preserve your engineering environment while ensuring collaboration and business continuity

I am an engineer and I want to have access to the
3DEXPERIENCE platform on the cloud, how can I do
that without being a student?

I am using CATIA V5 standalone license at the office.
How do I use CATIA V5 in my laptop at home which
does not have any CATIA V5.

Access to public communities, like the “Open COVID-19”
community and the marketplace, as demonstrated during the
webinar can be obtained by having a 3DEXPERIENCE ID. Once
you have access you can click on the compass to navigate and
discover our full solutions portfolio.

Shall I use the Same License Package? To whom
should I contact?

Which type of CATIA V5 can you upload in the
3DEXPERIENCE platform? Are CATProcess supported?
CATProcesses are supported. For all supported object types
and CATIA V5 releases please check the online documentation.

Which releases of CATIA V5 are supported by the
3DEXPERIENCE cloud platform?
The compatibility matrix is available from the program directory.

How can you work from home in CATIA V5, if you
do not have CATIA V5 installed on your home PC?
The prerequisite to work with CATIA V5 connected to the
3DEXPERIENCE Cloud is to have a CATIA V5 installed locally,
the platform connector integrated, and to have a stable
internet connection.

Can we convert an IDEA to project directly in a
certain stage? And can we add a kind of checklist
between ideation funnel stages?
Indeed, from an idea, you can make a more formal requirement
object. The content that was created during the ideation
stages can then be reused as input for the requirement.
What are the dangers of waiting on the sidelines while others
pursue business transformation initiatives?

Can we revise the CAD data from A.1 to A.2 instead
of A.1 to B.1?
The standard revision mechanism goes from A.1 to B.1

Will this presentation be available as replay?
Yes! Don’t hesitate to watch the replay.

What if I want to send the marked up drawings PDF
to suppliers, vendors outside of the 3DEXPERIENCE
Cloud? Are there exports for markup PDF tools? Email
notifications?
Reviewed slides can be printed from the platform to PDF
format. PDF can be shared to external users through 3DDrive.
Ideally, your supplier can have a basic access to your cloud
platform, so they can get access to the original review
information and get notified if any changes occur.

In my understanding, first, we need to install CATIA
on our home PC/laptop, is that right? In the case I
suscribe to the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, would it be
free to install CATIA V5?
Indeed, in order to use CATIA V5 on the 3DEXPERIENCE
platform, you would need a CATIA V5 installed on your
workstation and a valid license. You can then download the
installer files from our website.

Indeed, you would need to have CATIA code on your laptop
and have access to a CATIA V5 license. In the case your
company has the CATIA V5 licenses on company network
server you either need to have access to this server or you
can ask your admin to localize the license temporary to your
workstation. This option is often used when travelling.

Will this presentation be available as replay?
Yes! Don’t hesitate to watch the replay. If I locally need to
install CATIA V5, shall I use my laptop or do I need to have a
workstation with good configuration?
For better performance, you will need a laptop or
workstation with the right specifications to be able to
run CATIA V5. You can take a look at the list of certified
workstations on our website.

Are the mark-ups going to be visible in the web app
only, or also in the native app? My understanding is
that the current release only allow for mark-ups to
be visible on either web or native app (not both) - is
that not a limitation of the collaboration capability?
The 3DMarkup tool which was shown in our webinar is indeed
web only. The advantage is that the markups can be made by
a non-CATIA V5 user without any CATIA V5 installation. They
can however be consulted and modified by both.

If I locally need to install CATIA V5, shall I use my
laptop or do I need to have a workstation with good
configuration?
The 3DEXPERIENCE platform on the cloud can be useful for
anyone involved in the innovation process of a company. The
usage can go from leveraging the platform as an informal
discussion tool, to delivery based project management and
all the way to engineering and simulation. The platform
should be seen as an operating system for innovative
business that allows to connect all the stakeholders and
gives them access to the right and relevant information they
need to perform their tasks.

How much is CATIA V5 and the 3DEXPERIENCE
platform for students, educators and researchers for
personal and educational use?
CATIA V5 and 3DEXPERIENCE platform license costs will
depend on the usage. On our website, you can find the list
of the business partners we work with. Detailed pricing can
be delivered upon request. For students and Academia, we
do have dedicated student packs.

Can we use CATIA on the 3DEXPERIENCE Cloud in
manufacturing aircraft interior parts?
Yes, as CATIA is the de facto standard in the Aerospace &
Defense industry.

Yes, it is possible; the compatibility matrix is online , containing
all the details on the Release, SP levels and the functionality
we provide. As Dassault Systèmes continuously delivers new
functionality, the higher the release the more you will get.

CATIA V5 only exist as rich client application. The next
generation CATIA xApps have been designed to work in a
web-based environment (zero installation needed) and are
available now. More details can be found on our dedicated
web page.

The launcher we have installed in the beginning of the
presentation, which will make the connection between the
cloud dashboard and your local installed rich client apps like
CATIA V5, is based upon a registry key. This key holds the info
to launch the right level of CATIA V5. You can simply make a
batch file that allows you to make a choice between the levels
of CATIA V5 to launch.

Can CATIA V5 files be recalled in the CATIA Systems
Traceability app, and traced to requirements, functions
and other elements on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform?

Is the 3DEXPERIENCE connector “plug and play”? Do
we need a specific intergration progress or special
setups?

Yes: once you have integrated the CATIA V5 object in the
platform, they can be used downstream by other apps such
as Systems Tracability.

In the begining of the webinar (starting from 17:42) we
explain how to install the integration. It is a pretty straight
forward procedure, however minimal configuration is needed.

Can CATIA V5 be accessed as a thin or rich client?

Is it possible to integrate multiple CATIA V5 Releases
(r25, R27 and R29 etc.) simultaneously with
3DEXPERIENCE cloud-based platform? If I launch
CATIA V5 from the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, which
release of CATIA V5 will get launched?

Can we edit one drawing by multiple users at a time?
CATIA V5 drawing cannot be edited by different users at the
same time. However, with the 3DEXPERIENCE platform,
there is a possibility to assembly the edits.

Can we also upload innovative ideas using other
software platforms?

How to compare the Pre Mod and Post Mod
Assembly BOM in CATIA and 3DEXPERIENCE?

For the moment, you cannot import ideas from another
software. Simple copy paste of text and images to the idea
will work fine though.

In order to do that, you could use the versioning or branching
mechanism and then use the Compare app. This can be done
in a web browser and comes with the base roles. It allows to
compare the attributes as well as the geometry. Differences
will be highlighted in a different color.

Is certification from 3DS Outscale available for
individual users?
Don’t hesitate to visit 3DS Outscale’s website for more information.

How can I get the summary of BOM, Weight, Parts
count in assembly at level in 3DEXPERIENCE in
Assembly Module?
There are different options depending on what information
you would need: in 3DEXPERIENCE Assembly Design, we
have the “spreadsheet editor” functionality that allows to
generate BOM list and export them to Excel. You can also do
this using the product stucture editor app (PAU-OC role) or
with the release engineer role (XEN-OC), both from the web.
In the CATIA 3DEXPERIENCE rich client ,you could use the
knowledge reports (TER-OC role).

Can we create workflows of our choice? And assign
users accordingly?
With the standard roles, you will get what we call standalone
change actions. These can be assigned to anybody. You can
also assign them to user groups. For approval, you can assign
to what we call a route: the platform base roles will deliver as
well capability to assign delivery based collaborative tasks.

Is the Standard Part catalogue of 3DEXPERIENCE
available for free?
Yes indeed, it is freely available: you will need to to have a
login or create a 3DEXPERIENCE ID.

Will the Reviewer have to have a separate CATIA
License, or can he have access to Compiler CATIA
workstation?

What CAD file formats can 3DEXPERIENCE store
on the platform? Just SOLIDWORKS and CATIA file
formats, or can it hold Pro-E, Autocad, etc?

What will I miss if I continue to stay on CATIA V5, and
I dont want to switch to CATIA V6? Will this scenario
come with heavy customization on CATIA V5?

The reviewer will only need a compatible web browser, an
internet connection and the base roles to get access to the
platform (Collaborative Business Innovator (IFW-OC) and
Collaborative Industry Innovator CSV-OC).

On the cloud, we can integrate files from CATIA V5,
SOLIDWORKS, Desktop, Creo, Nx Inventor, Autocad, Altium
Designer, Microsoft Office, Microsoft Project, Adobe Illustrator
and more. For more details on the levels, please visit our
website.

If you move to CATIA 3DEXPERIENCE, most of the newly
developed features and functions will be there. CATIA V5
is great and indeed one of it strenghts is the automation
capabilities. However, is remains a file based application.
CATIA 3DEXPERIENCE, on the other hand, is fully data
driven. This allows a better granularity when it comes to data
managment, like for example concurrent engineering, model
based engineering, etc. The CATIA V5 integrations (UE5-OC)
allows to make the move to full data driven easier and more
smoothly. The power of CATIA 3DEXPERIENCE and the CATIA
V5 integration sits in the platform approach.

Does 3D SwYm support any 2D drawing
collaboration?
From within SwYm, you do not have access to the native
2D drawings in the platform. However you can view PDF
documents, GIFs, Bitmaps, 3D XML, SVG, SMG and many
more. Once you have been granted access to a collaborative
space (CSV role) you will get access to the dawings. The
3DMarkup tool that was demonstrated on CATIA V5 parts and
assemblies, allows to annotate 2Ddrawings as well.

Can this cloud option be used with the student remote
version of CATIA V5? Should this cloud option be
added for an extra fee to the standard license?
We have specific student offerings. Check them our Students
and Academia website.

For a customer who already owns CATIA V5 licenses,
which software do they need? Only UE5-OC and PCSOC?
Yes, you would need these roles.

For a remote user, if there is no local CATIA V5
installed in the workstation, is there a way the user
can log-in through cloud (web based) and access
CATIA and the 3DEXPERIENCE platform to perform
his work.
CATIA 3DEXPERIENCE users will need to have the CATIA rich
client applications installed on the workstation to be able to
perform authoring work. For pure review (product structuring,
etc), a web browser will be sufficient. Some of the CATIA
apps already run in a web browser, but the scope is limited,
compared to CATIA rich client installs that connect to the
cloud.

How can we work with different versions of CATIA
V5? Is it automatically detected to open the proper
version?
you can work with different releases of CATIA V5. It is,
however, up to the user to choose the right level when
starting CATIA V5.

Can we create a proper file structure into the cloud
for the files as we could have in Windows?
Yes: in the 3DEXPERIENCE cloud, we have the bookmark
mechanism that allows you to mimic the explore folder
structures. You could also work with project folders if you
want to govern your work in project mode.

How are you connecting your database from CATIA
V5 on the cloud?
In order to connect from CATIA V5 to the cloud, you will
need to install the integration (UE5-OC role). You can then do
what we call background saves to be able to continu to work
in CATIA V5. You can of course connect to the cloud at any
time, using any of the browser based apps that come with the
integration role.What
3D assembly in Product Structure Editor ?
The Product Structure Editor app comes with the Product
Architect Role (PAU-OC). This allow to not only view but
also modify the product structure and even change the 3D
position of the components. When it comes to pure viewing
of the structure and the 3D information, the Product Structure
Explore app will be sufficient. This one come with the
Collaborative Industry Innovator (CSV-OC).

What Release of the 3DEXPERIENCE platform is this
running on?
The 3DEXPERIENCE platform on the cloud is now 2021x.

Is there a trial version available for 3DEXPERIENCE?
In order to try the 3DEXPERIENCE platform on the cloud, we
have different evaluation options depending on the nature of
your company. For details please refer to our website.

We have customers using XCAD with on premise
3DEXPERIENCE installations. How do we move a
customers from using XCAD to use PowerBy? They do
not really want to start again.
For the moment, our advice is to migrate legacy XCAD
integration to on-premise. We have some tools (EDAT) to
support on premise deployment of the 3DEXPERIENCE. More
details can be found on our website.

What are licenses and roles used in this webinar?
The base roles used were IFW-OC and CSV-OC. CATIA V5
integration role is UE5-OC, 3D Product Architect role (PAUOC, optional) and Visual Experience Desinger for the visuals
(CSX-OC).

Is it possible to use Concept Explorer in this scenario
(with CATIA V5)?
As it would be great to see Concept Explorer instead of
Revision in early concept phase.
Unfortunately, for CATIA V5 data uploaded on the cloud, we
do not offer Concept Explorer capabilities. We only have this
for CATIA 3DEXPERIENCE. However, besides Revisions, you
can also make branches that allow you to make alternative
studies. If a branch appears to be the right solution, it can be
transformed in a revision of the original design.

Would it be possible to become a member of COVID19 group in SwYm, to see what is going on and
possibly contribute if allowed?
Yes, it is possible: you would need to make a 3DEXPERIENCE
ID and join the COVID-19 Open Community.

Is the 3DEXPERIENCE platform accessible through
mobile phones?
Indeed, we offer dedicated applications to use the platform on
your smartphone or tablet.

Will the 3DEXPERIENCE platform replace the local
licensing server?
For the CATIA Cloud connection, the licenses will be managed
for you directly on the cloud. For the CATIA V5 licenses you still
need to have your local license server. In the future, we will also
provide a free service to manage these for you.

Are all widgets standard in the 3DEXPERIENCE Cloud
platform? Are there optional widgets/marketplace?
The widgets that we used during the demo come from the
basic roles: IFW-OC and CSV-OC, and the integration role: UE5OC. For an overview of all the roles, apps and widgets, don’t
hesitate to visit our website .
Does the 3DEXPERIENCE platform allow for data transfer and
control, from V5 as master to V6 and vice-versa?
Unfortunately, this feature is not available yet. We are thinking
of developing a “Make revision of” function to transfer the
control to CATIA 3DEXPERIENCE
How would this scenario work if I have CATIA V5 and old
version of ENOVIA, e.g Designer Central?
Unfortunately, ENOVIA Designer Central is not cloud compatible.
The way to integrate CATIA V5 to the 3DEXPERIENCE Cloud is
to use cloud specific roles: Collaborative Business and Industry
Innovator (PCS-OC) + Collaborative Designer for CATIA V5
(UE5-OC)..
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Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving 11 industries,
and provides a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.

CATIA CONNECTED ENGINEERING
Powerful Packages,Ready for the Future

A WINNING COMBINATION
When effective collaboration intersects with world class engineering, it’s a winning combination that empowers the
existing CATIA user experience by extending CATIA V5 performance with the addition of new capabilities. V5 users can
enjoy the benefits of the 3DEXPERIENCE® platform on-the-cloud and will appreciate the mobility, collaboration and
security it offers.
CATIA Connected Engineering combines the digital continuity of Collaborative 3D Designer on the cloud with the
performance of the CATIA Engineering Excellence packages. It provides the opportunity to increase productivity by
leveraging the extensive portfolio of capabilities available on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform. Benefit from an extended
set of applications for the creation and management of sophisticated mechanical projects, including part design, sheet
metal, tooling, assembly design, functional tolerances and annotations, kinematics and fitting simulation, DMU review,
advanced surface design and more.
Collaborative 3D Designer on-the-cloud connects CATIA V5 users to the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, enabling product
designs and documents to be managed and shared directly from CATIA V5. Users can leverage the platform web-based
apps to manage, annotate and visualize designs anywhere, anytime and on any device.

CATIA ENGINEER EXCELLENCE

Compensate manufacturing deformation

An entry-level package to perform basic 3D Modeling and
assemblies with a unique 2D/3D approach for conceptual
design.

Achieve real productivity gains by comparing and
optimizing nominal shapes with predicted or real
shapes, while preserving surface quality.

CATIA MECHANICAL ENGINEER EXCELLENCE

Validate your design

A powerful set of applications built to allow the creation and
management of projects and parts, with one single full 3D
product definition.

Digital prototyping, combined with Digital Mockup
verification, allows product development teams to
virtually create and analyze a mechanical product
in its operating environment.

A sophisticated and advanced mechanical & shape design
package complementing the product definition & the high
quality surface operation process.

HIGHLIGHTS
This is an opportunity to acquire an extended pack of
specialized applications which will allow you to:

Drastically reduce lead-time
Reduce design time with true concurrent
engineering on complex parts and assemblies.

Up-to-date and complete information,
directly in 3D
Associate all the product information in the 3D
model, reducing paperwork.

Reuse and improve existing components
With a rich variety of standard and user-defined
templates and components, the engineer is able
to design faster than ever and to focus on addedvalue tasks.

Easy collaboration and management of
data
Collaborate with all the stakeholders of your
project on the Cloud. Manage your native CATIA
V5 data on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform without
migrating data. Supplement your V5 capabilities
by adding a 3DEXPERIENCE CATIA Role on top of
your existing assets.

Access your V5 product anywhere, anytime
Build a dashboard for any type of user with
the correct data available instantly. Immediate
visualization of 3D data increases understanding.

Secure data with managed lifecycle and
controlled access
Perform lifecycle operations including Revision,
Release and Lock/Unlock. Manage and protect
your Intellectual Property by easily removing
company know-how from any CATIA model prior
to data exchange with multiple levels of security,
depending on the receiver.

Improve the design quality of your
product
Create high-quality & complex mechanical
shapes with a robust feature-based approach.
Increase efficiency on tedious or repetitive
manual tasks.

Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving 11 industries, and provides
a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.
Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE® Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable innovations. Its
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CATIA MECHANICAL AND SHAPE ENGINEER
EXCELLENCE

WORK SMARTER WITH CATIA V5
AND EXPLORE THE
3DEXPERIENCE PLATFORM

10 ways to be more efficient with CATIA V5
CATIA experts have given us insight into their favorite ways to become more efficient with CATIA.
This ebook compiles a top ten list of how to work smarter with CATIA V5, to address the most common challenges and to
gain the best return on investment.
1.

Automated Engineering

2.

3D As Master

3.

Sheet Metal Design

4.

Simulation-Driven Design with SFE

5.

Technical Documentation with CATIA Composer

6.

Electrical Engineering

7.

Stamping Die Face Design

8.

Plastic Injection Mold Design

9.

Reverse Engineering

10. Explore the 3DEXPERIENCE platform

1. AUTOMATED ENGINEERING

3. SHEET METAL DESIGN SOLUTIONS

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

•

Retirement of senior engineers and increasing employee
turnover leads to corporate brain drain.

Designing and modifying sheet metal parts with Part Design
can be time consuming and tedious.

•

Design rules are documented but not automatically
enforced and validated against the 3D design.

CATIA Knowledge tools are intended to assist engineering
decisions, automate and detect predefined design errors to
achieve maximum process productivity.

Rather than having to deal with plain geometry, sheet
metal designers can create associative features such as cut
out stamps, holes and flanges for complex parts, on both
folded and unfolded representations of the part. Included are
bending tables, bend radius definition, allowance and sheet
thickness, and stamping tools tables. These allows designers
to ensure compliance with company-defined standards and
to ensure design quality.

BENEFITS

Next-generation Knowledge-Based Engineering (KBE)
methods capture and standardize corporate know-how
in order to make it available for reuse, automation and
sustainability of skills.

Reuse 90% of previous work

•

Reduce design errors by 30%

•

Improve quality by 40%

•

Reduce trial and error by 60%

•

Protect Intellectual Property

Accelerate the complete sheet metal process from design to
manufacturing with the specialized Sheet Metal Design and
Weld Design solutions.
Companies that have adopted CATIA Sheet metal Design have
systematically experienced:

Businesses leveraging KBE are high-performing companies:
•

BENEFITS

2. 3D AS A MASTER

•

50% productivity gain over Part Design

•

Concurrent engineering between the unfolded and folded
states of the 3D part

With the Weld Design app, it becomes straightforward
to automatically create 3D welded elements that remain
consistently associative with 2D annotations.

4. SIMULATION-DRIVEN DESIGN WITH SFE

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

Designers waste too much time finding the right information.
Additionally, unsynchronized 2D drawings cause high
downstream cost and quality issues.

Start using 3D as the single reference to establish digital
continuity and drive accuracy into your business. The 2D
drawings are extracted and are always kept in sync with the
3D model.

Designers can often struggle with conceptual design
processes because they are not efficient and fast enough.

CATIA | SFE CONCEPT is essential for early phase simulationdriven design. It enables effective design space exploration
and ensures product performance at a very early stage.

They also spend a long time waiting for the detailed CAD
models to assess the performance of a design.

BENEFITS
Companies using 3D as a master instead of 2D experience:

BENEFITS

•

50% reduction in change process requests

•

30% improvement in productivity

Businesses using SFE can “simulate the
conceptual world”:

•

Increased product and process quality

•

Share, reuse and consume 3D intelligence on
downstream applications

•

10x more concepts generated

•

20x faster generation of simulation
models

•

10% weight saving with 15%
performance improvement

5. TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION WITH CATIA COMPOSER

7. COMPLEX PLASTIC INJECTION

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

Technical communication materials are integral to the overall
product and brand experience. Technical documentation
is often a customer’s first exposure to your products. High
quality documentation differentiates your company and
delivers competitive advantage.

CATIA Composer streamlines the creation of 3D technical
service manuals and creates a common language for technical
communication, animated work instructions, interactive
product visualization, and marketing communications while
boosting productivity in every department involved.

Plastic injection companies are facing challenges:

Design of complex plastic injection molds is made simpler
with the Mold Tooling Design app. It can be cooperatively
used with any other current or future Design, Simulation,
Deformation, Drafting and Manufacturing app to offer a
highly productive end to end solution from the design of the
molded part to the manufacturing of the associated mold
tooling.

BENEFITS
Using CATIA Composer, engineers and nonengineers can directly access the intelligence
in 3D CAD models and use it to easily create
sophisticated technical communication. The
business benefits are real:
•

50% reduction in assembly process
planning and documentation

•

Replace lengthy word descriptions with
visuals and animations to reduce language
localization costs by 50%

Numerous iterations due to defects resulting from
manufacturability issues

•

Time spent integrating product design changes

•

Low reactivity to evolving engineering or production
operation constraints

BENEFITS
Specialized apps for tooling design speed up the start of
production by shortening the try out phase:

Reduce time to create assembly instructions
from 1 month to 1 week

•

•

6. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

•

Productivity gain up to 50%

•

Better quality

•

Manufacturing deformation compensation

•

Speed up data repair by 30%

8. STAMPING DIE

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

With increasing product complexity comes a greater demand
to produce electrical wire harnesses, yet there is more
pressure to reduce cost while improving quality and reducing
time to market.

The Electrical Engineering solution provides the tools to
manage the electrical behavior of components within the
DMU of a product, from requirements to manufacturing.

Stamping Die companies are facing these challenges:

The design of stamping die tools can be achieved using
formability analysis, operations planning and geometric
analysis. This results in high quality surfaces that are
directly used for the Mold and Die manufacturing process.

Many companies are still using disparate systems for every
electrical harness design process step with integration
between each step usually poor and sometimes even manual.

BENEFITS
An integrated 3D electrical development environment
enables the physical design of wire harnesses and cabling in
the context of the Digital Mock-Up.
•

Synchronize electrical schematic to 3D design to improve
electrical systems quality and consistency.

•

Design and optimize electrical 3D harness bundles and
cableways accurately in the context of the full product
and avoid the need for costly physical prototypes, thus
reducing costs.

•

Route 3D wires and cables to obtain exact bundle
diameters and wire/cable lengths.

•

Validate the part position and design for
manufacturability

•

Reduce design time with specialized features

•

Facilitate design for manufacturing collaboration with
early process engineering

•

Generate tool assembly structure with standard
components

CATIA Stamping Die is a discipline-specific set of functions
for the optimization of stamping direction, creation of
addenda surfaces, trim lines and spring-back compensation,
all with full associativity to the original part geometry. This
ensures
•

High quality die geometry

•

Right-first –time tooling

BENEFITS
CATIA Stamping Die Face Design manages all aspects of
conceptual planning through to detailed tooling design of
complex stamped sheet metal parts to ensure high quality
die geometry and right-first-time tooling

CHALLENGE

BENEFITS

Reverse engineering challenges are:

Reverse Engineering connects digital and physical worlds by
digitalizing existing legacy products.

•

Quickly exporting 3D data to 3D printable files.

•

Managing, repairing, refining, modifying, , improving
and remodeling scan data.

•

To accelerate the process using semi-automatic tools.

•

Rebuilding exact geometry from any scan data or
polygon modeling

•

A physical scan reconstructs the model at the correct
scale.

•

The part can then be optimized and reworked to
produce a lighter alternative.

SOLUTION
Reverse engineering solutions complement the tool making
design by checking a product interferences and optimizing
the product definition to make sure the tooling will fit the
as-built product’s shape and deliverthe quality needed.

10. EXPLORE THE 3DEXPERIENCE PLATFORM
CATIA, powered by the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, provides an instinctive, social and inclusive product development environment
featuring real-time concurrent design, world-class 3D modeling and simulation, and a unified data model from design to FEA
to manufacturing.
3DEXPERIENCE CATIA goes beyond traditional mechanical design and pushes the limits of large assembly handling, mechanism
simulation, model-based systems engineering.
Collaborative Design for CATIA V5 unlocks the power of the platform so CATIA V5 users can benefit from digital continuity
throughout product development.
Our experts cannot wait to discuss how 3DEXPERIENCE CATIA can revolutionize the way you conceive, develop and realize
cutting edge customer experiences.

Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving 11 industries,
and provides a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.
Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE® Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable
innovations. Its world-leading solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported. Dassault Systèmes’
collaborative solutions foster social innovation, expanding possibilities for the virtual world to improve the real world. The group brings
value to over 250,000 customers of all sizes in all industries in more than 140 countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.

Europe/Middle East/Africa
Dassault Systèmes
10, rue Marcel Dassault
CS 40501
78946 Vélizy-Villacoublay Cedex
France

Asia-Pacific
Dassault Systèmes K.K.
ThinkPark Tower
2-1-1 Osaki, Shinagawa-ku,
Tokyo 141-6020
Japan

Americas
Dassault Systèmes
175 Wyman Street
Waltham, Massachusetts
02451-1223
USA
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